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ABSTRACT: An association rule mining is one of the research data mining technique.Association rule mining in 

cloud computing is one of the  an emerging area of research.This paper proposes the recent technology Hadoop that are 

used for mining association rules.The association rules are developed on the basis of the frequent item set generated 

from the data items. The frequent item sets which are generated from traditional algorithm such as  Apriori,FP_Growth 

algorithm requires  lots of space and memory. The recent technology Hadoop is  used to provide  parallel, scalable, 

robust framework in the distributed environment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data mining is the process of analyzing data and getting useful information from the database. The data mining tasks 

are prediction ,classification ,association rule finding correlations, patterns from the data set. The motivation for 

searching association rules is to analyze large amounts of super market basket data. Association rule specifies how  

often items are  purchased together.The discovery of association rules can be divided into 2 phases: First discover all 

frequent itemsets  and then association rules using the frequent itemsets.There are 2 interesting measures in association 

rule mining support and confidence.Support determines how often the rules occur in the database.Support of an 

association rule X =>Y is the ratio of the number of occurrences of {x,y} to the total number of transaction of D. 

Confidence measure of an    association rule X =>Y is the ratio of the total  occurrences for item X and Y  to the total 

number of occurance for item X.In our earlier research work various association mining algorithms[10,11,12,13,14] are 

implemented for different datasets. 

 

Association rules are widely used in various areas such as telecommunication networks, marketing and inventory 

control etc. Association rules can also be mined for the field of bioinformatics, medical diagnosis, web mining and 

scientific data analysis. The traditional  algorithms may  generate an extremely large number of association rules in 

many cases and sometimes the association rules are very large. It becomes almost impossible for the users to validate 

such large number of complex association rules.The rules are generated by applying the criteria such as  

confidence, coverage, leverage, lift or strength.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The parallel association rule mining algorithm is proposed in paper[2] .Here either the data are the task is divided 

among the nodes.It uses  

the concept of parallelism since the data input size high and  distributed in nature clouds can be used for generating 

rules.In association rule mining the frequent itemsets  can be mined using hashing techniques which further increases 

the efficiency[3,4,5].The efficiency of finding the frequent itemsets can be further increased by applying distributed 
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technique[8,9].Mining the  maximal frequent itemsets for finding the frequent itemsets as well as mining the frequent 

pattern with out the generation of candidate itemsets also proposed in paper[6,7].We need some techniques to improve 

the efficiency of finding the frequent itemsets. 

Cloud computing is one of the emerging technique which  allows consumers and businesses to use applications without 

any installation and access their files at any computer with internet access. We can do efficiently by centralizing 

storage, memory, processing and bandwidth. Since we have to pay only for service and its usage it is a reliable and 

inexpensive option for association rule mining. 

Hadoop is a technology which provide scalability and reliability option for to a distributed system.  Hadoop provides 

tools for analyzing both structured and unstructured data.  MapReduce and HDFS of Hadoop use simple, robust 

techniques on inexpensive computer systems to deliver very high data  

availability and to analyze enormous amounts of information quickly[3]. The reliable part of mining is taken care by 

the Hadoop framework. Thus the association rule mining is done on Hadoop and cloud so that outcome is a reliable and 

efficient. Mining association rules may require iterative scanning of large transaction or relational distributed databases, 

which is quite costly in processing.   It aims to show that Hadoop along with cloud computing can be considered as an 

option for association rule mining. [3]As with increase of data set and increase of items in the candidate set all the data 

cannot be kept and managed on a single computer. It also shows that the scalability of Hadoop system with respect to 

increase in number of candidate sets and input data.  

 

III. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING 

 

Apriori algorithm is the traditional algorithm to find the frequent itemsets. 

Input: D, (Data set),  

min_sup (minimum support threshold), 

Output: L, (frequent itemset)  

Method:  

(1)  L1 =find_frequt_1-itemset (D);  

(2) for (k=2;  Lk-1 ≠ φ ; k++) {  

(3)  Ck = Apriori_gen( Lk-1,min_sup);    

(4)   for each transaction t € D {    

(5)     Ct = subset (Ck, t); t  

(6)    for each candidate c€  Ct  

(7)    c.count++;  

(8)  } 

(9)   LK = {c € Ck | c.count>min_sup}  

(10)  } 

(11) return L= L ∪Lk ;  

In the join algorithm Lk-1 is joined with Lk-1.  

 

IV. MAP/REDUCE 

 

A MapReduce  technique  splits the input data-set into independent chunks which are processed by the map tasks in a 

completely parallel manner. The map, maps the job into key and value.  The framework sorts the outputs of the maps, 

which are then input to the reduce tasks. The input of reduce and output of map must have same type. Typically both 

the input and the output of the job are stored in a file-system. The output from the „map‟ is stored in the temporary file 

in the HDFS, after completion of the all the map reduce task the file is converted into the permanent one. The 

framework takes care of scheduling tasks, monitoring them and re-executes the failed tasks.  

The MapReduce [3] framework operates exclusively on <key, value> pairs, that is, the framework views the input to 

the job as a set of <key, value> pairs and produces a set of <key, value> pairs as the output of the job. It is not 

necessary that the output of map and output of reduce both be of the same type. They can be of different data 

types.Hadoop is a free, Java-based programming framework that supports the processing of large data sets in a 

distributed computing environment. Hadoop is designed to run on a large number of machines that don't share any 

memory or disks. It creates clusters of machines and coordinates work among them. Hadoop consists of two key 
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services: reliable data storage using theHadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and high-performance parallel data 

processing using a technique called Map/Reduce.  It was designed for clusters of commodity, shared-nothing 

hardware.Even if a machine fails, Hadoop continues to operate the cluster by shifting work to the remaining machines. 

It automatically creates an additional copy of the data from one of the  

replicas it manages.  
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